OUR GUIDE GALLERY

Repeat hunter Jan De Backer,
Belgium, brought his son
Stijn along for a 64 inch
moose on a 2:1 guided
hunt. Jan went on an SNO
round #2. (Guide Stacey)

Repeat hunter Hardy Terhorst,
Germany, already has a 64 inch SNO moose, so why not a 38 incher
for comparison? (Guide Ernst Oesterreicher)

South Nahanni
Eight times SNO repeat hunter
Jan Boenicke, Germany, has his
walls full so this time he sent
friends Sebastian and Ingo into the
wilderness and enjoyed the base
camp pleasures. (Guide Ernst)
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Harald Rocca
Tom Wood
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Hart Schaupp

Cody O’Connell
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Sebastian Lerch, Germany, with
two great trophies but without the heavy ram that walked away.
– 60 inch moose (COVER) – (Guides Hart Schaupp and Rob)
Rob Brown
Stacey Keeler

A happy, laid back hunt and
vacationing in base camp
for Konrad Glase, Germany.
(Guide Hart)

Engineer Jonathan Isenring

Repeat hunter Ingo Gramm,
Germany, hunted hard for
moose and passed up a few
that weren’t giant enough to
match the one he already has.
(Guide Hart)

Pilot Dave Hiltenkamp
Trophy boiler Albert

All smiles in caribou,
moose and base camp –
friends Ulrich Glase and
Klaus-Dieter Gummert,
Germany. (Guide Rob)
Helga Obst, Cook
Season’s End: Harald, Stacey, Hart, Rob, Vero, Cody, Tom, Jon; front: Dave

Future Outfitter Anika
Vero

Several repeats hunter
Gregg Ritz, New Hampshire,
was trying for archery moose
and caribou on film – a double
challenge – with camera men
Alex Joseph and Nathan DeLong.
(Guide Chase)

Uwe Hammer’s massive
monster has a spread
of 64 inch!
(Guide Harald)
Wouldn’t we all like this moose on the wall?
Christoph Fleddermann, Germany, is the one
who gets to hang the 60 inch book moose
(COVER). (Guide Hart)

Outfitter Sunny Petersen
Outfitter kids: Lynette, Anika and Lukas Aschbacher

And the adrenalin is pumping!

Spike camp –
your accommodation during the hunt.

Outfitters Sunny and Werner

The last day of the hunt, the last day of
the season, was the day for Fritz Holzinger,
Austria. (Guides Stacey and Chase)
Cody carrying the big one
through its vast home.

Chef Tom preparing sheep steak dinner.

Werner and Sunny Aschbacher
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Thomas Kreiner, Austria, enjoyed
a well rounded hunt with
impressive trophies. (Guide Tom)

Guide Cody was able to
walk and hunt to his heart’s
content with Germans
Michael Nienhaus and Dom
ensuring ensuring everyone
had a blast.

Outfitter Werner Aschbacher

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

C A N A D A

SNO several
repeats hunters
Gerd and Evi
Schubert, Germany,
came prepared for
their second try at
a ram and lucked
out with an
additional wolf.
– 14 inch bases –
(Guide Tom)

Michael D’Ambrose, Kansas, would
have liked to add a goat but fog made
the mountains non-negotiable.
(Guides Harald Rocca and Tom Wood)

2013 SEASON GALLERY
Doug Scandrol, Indiana,
accompanied by girlfriend
Amanda McDonald, finished his
Grand Slam in South Nahanni!
(Guide Rob Brown)

André Chevigny, British Columbia, brought
sons Matt and Tévis along for some great
family time. A second ram would have been
the bonus that didn’t come. (Guide Stacey Keeler)

Wayne Briggs, Illinois,
brought his boys Jake
and Tyler on a father/son
hunting adventure,
and harvested the
2nd largest ram of the
season. – 38 inches –
(Guide Rob)

Dave Lindsay,
Washington, was
lucky at a wolf but
bow hunting on
moose was
challenging.
(Guide Stacey)

A big adventure for
José Ibañez Ciruelos
from Spain!
(Guide Stacey)
Antonio Ibañez
Ciruelos, Spain,
hunted harder than
ever before and wasn’t
successful till day 8.
(Guides Harald
and Tom)

158 B&C points for this 12 year old ram
left Thomas Martini, British Columbia,
just shy of awards book entry.
– 38 inches – (Guide Rob)

A beautiful,
heavy ram for
Donald Larsson,
Sweden, in late
August snow.
(Guide Harald)

Jack Skoog, Michigan,
enjoyed good weather
and good hunting the way
every mixed bag hunt
should unfold. (Guide Tom)

SNO repeat hunters Volker and Sebastian
Keuth, Germany, would have liked to take
a 2nd ram but worked hard enough for this
one in hot and difficult weather. (Guide Rob)

Luc Papillon, Quebec, a straight
shooter in excellent shape, had
some luck on his side and an
excellent hunt with guide Rob.

Dirk Blommaert,
Belgium, got
lucky in the
snow on two
large trophies!
– Book caribou –
(Guide Chase)

Jeff Piland’s friend, SNO hunter
Lou Gambale, had advised him: “You have got to go on a sheep
hunt! It will change your life!” We hope it did! (Guide Stacey)

Janneke Dams, Belgium, is busy hunting
all available sheep worldwide and made
time for this SNO twister. – 38 inches –
(Guide Rob)

SNO repeat hunter Rudi Pfisterer
was looking to add goat and caribou to the SNO ram hanging
on his wall in Austria. (Guide Stacey)

Thank you all – hunters, guides, pilots, cooks, guests –
for another wonderful season! Good hunting to you!

Back up and support –
Werner with his Cessna 170.

Mackenzie Mountains mean rock and rubble.
Only
bestaccommodations.
boots survive the test.
Spikethe
camp

The beauties of the hunt.

Patrick Luyckx enjoying a cold one
in moose spike camp.

David Fredston,
California, young and
fit, found out that
goat hunting and
sometimes sheep
hunting is a challenge
of heights.
(Guide Tom)
Close up with an old bull.

SNO repeat hunter
Erich Herzog, Germany,
already has a massive
SNO ram and at
73 years of age tried
unsuccessfully for goat.
A last day caribou
brought smiles.
(Guide Harald)
Luc van Raemdonck on top of the world –
goat hunting.

September light show in base camp –
Aurora Borealis.

Nebraskan John Brager’s hunt
was fast and efficient, but goat hunting had to be cancelled
due to snows. – 37 inch ram – (Guide Rob)

Repeat hunter
Luc van Raemdonck,
Belgium, experienced
the same fog + snow
and then a week of
moose hunting in
the challenging burn.
(Guide Cody)

After 8 days of hunting
Erwin Faustmann,
Austria, took two
trophy animals in
one day! (Guide Tom)

The cab has arrived –
pick up from spike camp. (Cody)

Giant moose bull, please! Ingo Gramm
glassing the Burn in late September.

Harald enjoying a work day in July,
hunting sheep.

Rick Blauw, Michigan,
had a perfectly
programmed mixed
bag hunt with a nice
range of trophies
taken in just a week
of hunting. – 14
inch bases (COVER)
– (Guide Cody
O’Connell)

Father and son,
Jindrich and
Ondrej Karhan,
Czech Republic,
spent 8 days hunting
for the best ram
of the season.
– Book Ram,
39 inches –
(Guide Chase Gallagher)

While others
took 3 trophies
in one week,
Annemarie Kern,
Germany, hunted
very hard with
husband Winfried
and guide Harald to
achieve this beautiful
ram on day 13.

The 2nd half of September was once again impacted
by snow but Guy de Paep, Belgium, did well with
a 217 B&C moose (COVER) and
looked at a few hundred caribou.
(Guide Harald)

Repeat hunter
Patrick Luyckx,
Belgium, got
caught in
unexpected,
awful snow + fog in SNO’s
highest mountains resulting
in cancelled sheep and goat
hunting. (Guide Tom)
Pilot Dave and guide Harald
organizing moose transportation.

